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A B S T R A C TSingle	Minutes	of	Exchange	Die	(SMED)	is	a	widely	applied	approach	in	reducing	the	changeover	time	of	the	machines.	The	time	reduction	can	be	made	by	converting	the	activities	that	need	to	be	executed	while	the	machine	is	stopped	to	the	activities	that	can	be	executed	while	the	machine	is	running.	The	former	is	called	an	internal	setup	activity	while	the	latter	is	called	an	external	setup	activity.	The	objective	of	this	paper	 is	to	evaluate	this	converting	process	dynamically.	Since	the	company	tried	to	 improve	the	changeover	year	by	year,	 the	result	 in	the	previous	year	will	give	the	certain	effect	to	the	activities	in	the	following	year.	Therefore,	it	is	necessary	to	observe	the	performance‘s	trend	of	the	 changeover’s	activities.	 In	 this	paper,	both	 internal	and	external	 setup	 time	of	a	metal	 stamping	company	was	 collected	 from	2011	 to	2014.	The	Network	Data	Envelopment	Analysis	(DEA)	has	been	used	to	evaluate	the	performance	of	the	SMED	activities	in	the	company	by	considering	all	the	relationship	between	the	activities	in	every	year.	As	a	result,	we	can	determine	the	performance	of	an	activity	where	the	result	can	be	used	as	a	guideline	for	further	improvement	in	the	company.	
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productionoutput.	However,	machineset-up	and exchange	of	 die	 is	 an	 unavoidable	 process before	 starting a	 new	production.		SingleMinutes	of Exchange	Die	(SMED),	initiated in	theearly	 1950s	 by Shigeo	 Shingo is the	 most popularapproach to reduce	 setup time	 and provide	 quick	equipment	 changeover	and rapid die	exchange	 (Desai	 &	Warkhedkar,	 2011).	 The objective of SMED can	 be	achieved	 by	 reducing	 the	 setup	 time,	 that	 is,	 the	 time	elapsed between producing	 the	 last	 good product	of the	first lot	and	the	timeof	producing	the	first good product	of	the next	 lot	 (Almomani et al.,	 2013).	 In	 another	 word,	SMED eliminates	time	spent	in	waiting for the processingof	 one lot to	 be	 completed	 before	 another	 lot can	 be	processed	(Shingo &	Dillon,	1989).	According to Shigeo	&	Dillon (1989),	setup	operationsconsist of two	 fundamentally	 different types: Internal	setup	and	External	setup.	Internal	setup	is	a	process	that	can	be performed	only when	a	machine is	stopped	such	as	mounting or removing dies	 while External	 setup	 is	 a	process that	 can	 be	 conducted	 while	 a	 machine	 is	 in	operation	such	as	such	as	transporting old	dies	to	storage	
entity	using	linear programming.	The	measurement of the	entity’s performance	 is	 called	 the Decision Making Unit	(DMU).DEA	measures	the efficiency	of converting	processof	DMU’s input	to	the	output.	Rather	than	the	conventional	one input	to	one	output,	DEA	evaluates	multiple inputs	andoutputs	systems	by	considering	the	most	excellent in	the	efficiency value. The	DMU	is most efficient	if the	efficiencyobtains a	score	of one	and is inefficient	if the	score	is less	than	 one.	 Therefore,	 for every	 DEA calculation,	 theobjective	 is	 to	 maximize the value	 of the efficiency	(Mansor,	Azhar,	&	Ismail,	2014).	Differ	from conventional	DEA	that	treat	DMU	as	a	black	box,	 network	 DEA	 which	 was	 proposed	 by	 Färe	 and	Grosskopf	 (2000)	 takes	 into consideration all the	processes	that	occurred	inside	the DMU.	This	idea	will	give	more	accurate results	 in	 calculating the	efficiency	of the	DMU.	This paper	aims to	propose	a	method	in	evaluating	the	efficiency during the	 implementation	 of SMED.	 Since	 allactivities from	previous	years	will give	 certain	effect forthe current activities,	 dynamic	 network	 DEA	 had	 been	choose	for the	study.	
